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“Driving is intuitive, driving safely isn’t.”
I get to provide training to a lot of shiny new registrars and Interns, and I’m increasingly aware of the
inexorably increasing age difference between me and them. I imagine them thinking ‘what’s this grey-haired
guy going to be able to tell me about using technology’ or in my darker moments, ‘no thanks boomer, haven’t
you got a planet to ruin?. (sadly I do juust seem to fit into this demographic). I imagine some of them would
rather me just show them the list of keyboard shortcuts and be on my way.
The inference is that they are a generation very familiar with technology, and it’s all pretty intuitive, no
problemo! And to a certain extent they are correct, if you poke around, you can find the script generating bit,
the letter generating bit, the daily notes and the pathology request. It is all pretty intuitive. Much like driving,
use the wheel to point the car in the right direction, accelerator to go faster, brake to stop, job done.
Only driving safely isn’t intuitive, like a lot of issues, it’s more complicated than that. It has to be
learned. Looking in your blind spot isn’t intuitive, slowing down in the rain isn’t, indicating isn’t. These are all
behaviours that have to be learned! So it is with clinical software, sure you can drive the system, but are you
using it in a way that meets the standards that the practice is accredited by? Are you using it in a way that
ensures that your team mates job isn’t harder than it needs to be? Are you maintaining a record that ensures
a concise and informative referral letter/health summary can be generated for the use of another doctor or
specialist. This stuff isn’t so intuitive.
To get our new clinicians to care about the non-intuitive, they need to be inducted to the idea that they
really are a part of a team, both locally and in the sense of the wider medical system. That the staff they work
with aren’t just extras in their personal movie, but are human beings with struggles and hardships of their
own. How well you do your job, affects how well they can do theirs. They need to embrace the humanity of
their colleagues.
She always wanted to be a nurse, right from when she was a kid. When she spends half her day printing
out lists and trawling through encounter notes trying to figure out whether a patient has had an issue attended
to or been told about their results………...well it doesn’t feel like nursing at all!
Or even,
She works the front desk 5 days a week dealing with the good, the bad and the ugly of the general
public. After work she goes home to four kids, a mortgage and a husband who hasn’t got off the couch since
2012. If people just stuck to our system for marking off results properly, her days would be just that little bit
easier, and while she’s happy to send off the dozen or so faxes a day that she’s given, you could just move your
mouse 10cm or so up the screen and ‘click’.
Now I know that the previous couple of paragraphs may raise the ire of some doctors and the writing is
a little theatrical, but it remains one of my biggest disappointments that in 2020 after over a decade of talking
about it and promoting it, I am still informed by nursing/admin teams who say they have “given up” trying to
get their doctors to mark off reminders or results. I’ve seen enough of this to know that it’s still ‘a thing’.
This should not be regarded as an in-joke or something to giggle about. In saying all that, I recognise that there
may well be other reasons why reminders don’t get marked off that have nothing to do with lack of care on
behalf of the GP. But what practices have been asking for for years, is a general strong intention to comply
with the agreed practice system.
So the key is that your GPs recognise they are part of a team and that their actions or inactions directly
impact their colleagues. It’s absolutely a 2 way street of course. People tend to behave how they are treated.
So if a new GP starts seeing their first patient and the printer isn’t set up properly, (another pet hate of mine,
yes I have a few!) or their login doesn’t work, they are missing some stationary or they haven’t been shown
the recall/reminder process, then that’s a massive failure on behalf of the practice. Essentially, the GP hasn’t
been shown the team care and consideration that the practice hopes for from them going forward.

So a practice manager should put themselves in the seat of a new GP working in a new setting with
new colleagues and seeing unfamiliar patients, and ask themselves, ‘what would make my job easier?”
Adopting a “What’s good for the bee is good for the hive” attitude, might even yield it’s own rewards
going forward.
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I mentioned in last month’s issue that I was going to take a look at Medical Directors new web based
care planning tool called MedicalDirector Care. As it happened the whole escripts in MD thing has bubbled up
a bit so I have given that priority on pages five and six. As eight pages seems too long for a monthly newsletter
I will push the MedicalDirector Care thing back to the January edition.
There are more interesting tidbits around as well. I’m hearing that Hobart Pathology are now sending
patients an SMS with a link to their test request form. I also hear that I-Med are testing a way for imaging
requests from MD systems to be sent to their labs via healthlink, which is some functionality they brought in for
Best Practice users a couple of months ago. So in this tumultuous year, it’s been good to see the health system
start to make better use of available technology.

Templates

The following new or updated templates are now available on my website here:
 Women’s Health Fund Referral
 Sexual Assault Support Service (SASS) Referral
 THS Lung Function request
In the area of modified by me, but not hosted at my site there are updated versions of the Tasmanian Lung
Service, Lung function request - Hobart Office, templates available at the Primary Health Tas site here.

eReferral

Please note the following providers that can now be corresponded with via healthlink. The full listings
are available on my website here:
Corrina Tay

escripts

Mental Health Social Work

lmc32lmc

(North)

I’m not sure how close practices are with their nearby pharmacies, but there is some good information
available to help pharmacists with escripts.
Excellent collection of pharmacy software resources at the Pharmacy Guild site:
https://www.guild.org.au/guild-branches/nsw/guild-clinical/electronic-prescriptions
There is a good online training module here that also attracts CPD points.
https://training.digitalhealth.gov.au/
Information for pharmacists from the Australian Digital Health Agency
https://www.digitalhealth.gov.au/get-started-with-digital-health/electronic-prescriptions/for-dispensers

BP

Handy hint number one.
I’ve seen people shut Best Practice down when they want to hand over their PC or desktop session to
another user in order that they can log into Best Practice, (No shared logins please).
You don’t have to shut the program down, just hit the F7 key twice, you can even do it super-quickly. The
first time it will close any patient records and log you out. The second time it will present you with a login
screen. Very efficient. Of course if you have patient’s open and you haven’t finalised the notes with a
Reason for Visit, then it will prompt you for that information first.
IT– Handy HINT

To minimise every program you have open and show your desktop:
Hold down the Windows
key and press the D or M Key
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Handy Hint number two. When you see this…

Do this,………... Key Alt+F11 or under the Clinical menu, select Unchecked reports.
This will display unchecked documents for the patient, no matter what GP Inbox they are located in.

Uncoded reasons in a patient’s Past Medical History can sometimes be detected by doubleclicking on the entry. If the person who has entered the illness has spelled it incorrectly, or entered something not in the coding dictionary, or got creative with extra words, then there will be no matching entries in
the Condition selection list, immediately below the condition when it is double-clicked. These are easy to
spot. However, if for example a clinician has free-texted Diabetes as a history entry, rather than using the
Search box, it will display a match with the selection list, but it is still an un-coded condition. Both of the
examples below are actually uncoded, although you cannot tell by looking at the one on the right.

So the Diabetes one looks coded
but it isn’t. If you searched the
database for patients with
Diabetes, this patient would not
appear, and depending on
pathology and or medications
would show as a possible
Indicated but not Diagnosed
condition in PenCat or TopBar.

So, I’ve written a query that can help you fix this. The query searches for any patients that have a free-texted
Diabetes illness in their Past History AND do not have a properly coded one. It will also incorporate
Gestational and prediabetes in the search. From the main screen, go to Utilities...search, delete the default
text and paste the text below into the query box. Then run the query.
SELECT *
FROM BPS_Patients
WHERE StatusText = 'Active'
AND InternalID IN (SELECT InternalID FROM PastHistory WHERE ItemText LIKE '%Diabetes%'
AND InternalID NOT IN (SELECT InternalID FROM PastHistory WHERE ItemCode IN (3, 775, 776, 778, 774, 7840, 1563,
780, 11998) AND RecordStatus = 1)
AND RecordStatus = 1)
ORDER BY surname, firstname

Once you have your list, open each patient, double click the Diabetes type entry, delete the condition
from the Condition Box, and immediately re-input it this time selecting the condition from the drop-down
list that appears when you type. This will change your Diabetes entry from uncoded to coded. If the newly
coded entry spawns a Medication contra-indication alert, you should mention it to the appropriate GP.
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The Actions system in Best Practice is often under-utilised. Whilst it usually does not result in the
patient being contacted, it can be a useful prompt for any clinician whilst the patient is attending.
I can think of three types of Actions:
1) A prompt for any Dr or Nurse during the next patient consultation
2) A prompt for the Action creator only during the next patient consultation
3) A prompt for the Action creator that does not rely on the patient record being opened
Consider the following illustration,

Any actions that are due in the next thirty days or
overdue appear in the notifications panel. Overdue
Actions display in red font.
Note the first Action, being a general prompt for the
next Doctor or nurse that sees the patient.
The Second action uses more personal language “I”
to reflect the fact that it is just an individuals
prompt to themselves for when they next see the
patient.
Whoever completes the action should double-click
on it and select Mark as Performed. This will finalise
and remove the Action.
Use the Actions button to view all Actions for the
patient, both due now and more than 30 days away.
It will also show very old unactioned Actions.
Use the Add New button to create a new Action.
Ignore the drop-down list containing practice
reminder reasons, and just type your own. You can
also label the Action with a Priority.
I mentioned a third Action type, that does not rely on the patient record being opened. All Actions are
also viewable from the main screen in BP under Clinical..Actions. Not only that but a Doctor or Nurse can
filter the list to just display the Actions they have created. For those Actions that are designed to be a
prompt not relying on patient attendance, the Action creator could create them with a High priority,
making it easy to separate them from the “at consult” ones. (Hint—Actions can be created from the GP
InBox)

N.B. Actions only display here from the day they are due, unlike the clinical
record which displays the Action 30 days before the due date.
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I’ve become aware that a few Medical Director practices now have the 3.18c e-script update installed,
and that Primary Health Tasmania have been distributing lists of pharmacies who are ’good to go’.
I don’t know of any MD practice that has started using escripts yet, and there doesn’t seem to be any
freely available MD specific online resources. It may be that some practices are holding off, possibly waiting
for some sort of patient education on the topic. However I’ve been itching to write about this for a while, so
without wishing to be accused of premature elaboration, I thought I’d outline the steps.
It’s all good news for GPs really, there is very little to learn as far as prescribing goes and it is not a
replacement for current process, rather an extra option that GPs can avail themselves of at times of their
choosing. If I was a GP, I would be very keen to use it whilst at the same time being mindful of which
patients would be comfortable with it.
As a prerequisite the GPs at the practice have to be set up for ePrescribing with ERX, (barcodes on
scripts), and I imagine most GPs have been set up this way for years, (it’s part of the ePIP incentive). There is
also some information to be added in the GP User Setup details:
1) HPI-I number (if the GP has been accessing MyHR, it’s already there)
2) AHPRA No:
3) Enable Paperless ePrescribing (checkbox)
The script preparation dialogues are 99% identical to what they are now. The extra bits are:
Dosage Screen: - Exclude from Active Script List (checkbox) Related to future enhancement

Script Owing—Urgent Supply (checkbox)
Note to Pharmacist (field)

Script is owing to pharmacy, only
paper tokens allowed.
Let’s you enter what you might normally handwrite
on the script.

Repeats Dialogue: - The Days between Repeats field now appears for Schedule 4D drugs.
Things only start to look different when we actually print the script. The screen will now give options
to SMS or Email a script Token, or print one on paper.

.
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escripts continued
The graphic on the preceding page shows a preview of what a physical script would look like. Note the
directional arrows at top right which facilitate the GP checking other scripts if there are multiple medications
(therefore multiple tokens) being created. The GP is expected to check these previews before clicking the OK
button. Using sms as an example, you should get a transmission successful confirmation message and the
patient within moments of that should see the SMS on their phone.
The initial confirmation message you get is from the Prescription Exchange Service (PES), which in this
case is ERX. It is ERX that sends the sms or email to the patient, not the practice. (This will change when this
fast-tracked version of escripts is replaced by the final solution). If you have an internet outage or for some
reason the practice cannot communicate with the ERX server, you will see an error message and will be
prompted for script paper so that a conventional script can be generated.
If the patient has accidentally deleted the sms, you can right-click on the script under the Old Scripts ,
and elect to Re-issue the prescription token. Similarly, if you have sent the token to an incorrect mobile or
email, you can right-click and cancel the prescription token.
Some fast facts:
 The token is not the script, merely a key to the script that is held at the PES
 The token is sent from the PES (ERX at the moment)
 The SMS message is fully government funded until 30th March 2021 at this point.
 Schedule 8 medications are fine as long as 59e compliance requirements are met
 It is one token per medication
 A token can only be used once
 Repeat tokens are issued by the pharmacy that the original/previous script was filled at.
What the patient sees, (graphics from September issue)

The patient receives an SMS with a link to tap on as depicted in the
graphic. When they tap on the link the token is revealed. This is possibly not
known to all pharmacists, but there are three ways the script can be filled
from this token.
1) The QR Code, (the main item)
2) The unique script number which can be keyed into the
dispensing software, (long-winded but works)

1
2

3) The conventional barcode as seen on current paper scripts.
Note that when the script has been filled (or cancelled), the linked script
information on the patient’s phone will reflect this and the qrcode and
normal barcode will be removed

So there is my quick take on escripts in MD. If you want more non-MD specific information, there is a good combined FAQ link here at the MD site, as
well as some comprehensive information here at the ADHA site. The RACGP
also has some information and a video here.
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